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i had the same problem i fixed mine by changing the android version but i would recommend you use a different rom then the one the phone has so you dont brick the device but if you want a rom that runs smoothly and looks good go with andromax 2012 or blue foam but i would suggest a modded rom Ive had this prob from day 1, i messed with it so much it finally
stoped working after i had it before for 1,5 years, if i dont mess around with it or put it on standby for 2 days it wont work... even a couple of hours just plain arent enough!I've read almost every topic about this and still can't fix it! If anyone can help me with my phone please... I really need this phone! I updated the firmware and I think that fixed it but I don't know...
Hi, I have the same problem with my BB5 and it is impossible to activate or deactivate my sim card or change the sim card.I have tried several solutions, even modifying the firmware, the problem is that it stays in standby for few days and deactivating or sim card change remain impossible.If you can help me I will be forever grateful. I have been using my phone for
a couple years and recently the screen on my phone has not been working and I have a new battery. I have tried it with the charging cable with the battery in the phone and it charges. It also charges when I plug it into my computer. When I charge it with my computer and plug it back into the phone it won't turn on it never. What should I do? It's extremely important

to keep your Smartphone in an absolute dry environment, even during transportation and if your Smartphone is in a low temperature, you need to take it in quickly. If your Smartphone is damaged, then it can be replaced by contacting your service provider. Click on start and type BC Recovery and wait for the tool to open. Then follow the on screen instruction
carefully and get the usual 70,50 or default as your region. IF you want more information, please read the title “BC Recovery Windows 10”.BC Recovery Windows 10: Instructions and Tips.\BC Recovery\BC Recovery Windows 10\BC Recovery\ Hello, I got my BB5 phone for 2 days now, but the phone is not responding. I am reading how to activate the samsung sim card

if I can activate my BlackBerry airlink card,
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